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Commentaries
STI care: one of many necessary
approaches for prevention of HIV
infection

Kevin R. O’Reilly1 & Antonio Carlos Gerbase2

Challenging orthodoxy always has an appeal to some,
and we must confess we are part of that group. In his
article (1), Hudson is challenging a hastily built
orthodoxy—derived from the results of theMwanza
trial — that spread rapidly and largely without
question throughout the public health world.
Following publication of the trial results, which
seemed to indicate that management of sexually
transmitted infection (STI) could result in significant
reduction of HIV incidence, many were quick to
conclude that an important AIDS-prevention tool
was at hand (2). The fact that the original hypothesis
of the study, linking STI management and HIV
transmission, was not proven was eclipsed by an
important decline in HIV incidence in Mwanza — at
a time when the public health community needed
hope. Perhaps STI prevalence did not decline as
much as HIV incidence, reasoned the authors,
because of the high prevalence of asymptomatic

infection among women. It is not possible to address
asymptomatic infection with syndromic manage-
ment, the main STI management strategy used in the
Mwanza trial.

Enter the results of the Rakai trial, which was
meant to address the problem of asymptomatic STI
by presumptive mass treatment. However, for
reasons made clear by Hudson and others (1, 3–5),
the Rakai trial failed to reduce HIV incidence at all.
Hudson suggests this failure may stem from a
misreading of the results of the Mwanza trial. To
assume that the link between STI management and
HIV transmission was conclusively proven at
Mwanza is to ignore the nuances and context of
the trial: these must be considered in order to make
sense of the complicated epidemiology of HIV/
AIDS.

Many facts argued for caution in interpreting
the Mwanza results: the well-known observation that
‘‘first trials’’ commonly producemore positive results
than subsequent trials; the fact that the original
hypothesis was not really proved; and the seemingly
inexorable drive to find a single intervention, a
‘‘magic bullet’’, that will make control of the epidemic
possible. It has long been known that no magic bullet
exists nor is likely to for some time to come, and that a
multiplicity of approaches is needed (6). One key
approach must be to encourage behavioural change.
Changing sexual behaviour, the first element of any
public health programme to control HIV, is a strategy
that often enjoys too little confidence in such
programmes, despite the fact that there are no
national examples in which the spread of HIV has
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been diminished or brought under control without
behavioural change playing an important, if not the
key role.

Efforts to prevent HIV infection by encoura-
ging behavioural change are either being increas-
ingly ignored (7) or are being forced to compete
against other approaches for already insufficient
resources. Successful interventions involving beha-
vioural change, are — we know now — not notable
for their sophistication, but rather for their
consistency, intensity, and duration. More research
is needed to determine if there are ways to achieve
the same ends with less effort. Currently, however,
we know how to prevent HIV infection, we lack
only the will.

If the architects of these two key trials in
Mwanza and Rakai can be blamed for anything, it is
for paying insufficient attention to behaviour and
behavioural change, either in their efforts to reduce
sexual risk (8) or, as Hudson points out (1), by failing
to consider important behavioural changes already
taking place. If the interpreters of the Mwanza trial
can be held accountable for anything, it is for
overstating the results and trying to justify STI
management throughHIV control. STI care certainly
has a role in HIV prevention, but it is also an
important public health activity. Overselling STI
management as the sole intervention for HIV control
will only damage efforts to address an epidemic that
has long preceded HIV/AIDS.

The history of public health efforts in AIDS
prevention will undoubtedly show the folly of
ignoring what we know in favour of what we might
prefer. Hudson has reminded us (1), as we must be
reminded frequently, it seems, that there is no single
answer, that multiple approaches must be used
probably everywhere, and that behavioural change
remains a key component everywhere. To place
undue effort on any one intervention is ill-advised
and certainly not justified by the evidence produced
to date. n
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More community-based trials of STD
control or more appropriate
interventions: which is the priority
for preventing HIV-1 infection
in developing countries?
Michel Alary1

Much debate has followed the publication of the
results of the Rakai trial in 1999 (1). Given the
outcome of the Mwanza trial published a few years
earlier (2), most of the AIDS scientific community
was expecting positive results from Rakai. Indeed,
how could periodic mass treatment for sexually
transmitted disease (STD) fail to prevent HIV-1
transmission at the community level when a much
more modest intervention (appropriate STD treat-
ment for people with STD symptoms attending
primary health care centres) had led to a 38%
reduction in HIV-1 incidence?

Themain reason evoked up until now for these
discrepant results is the difference in the stage of the
HIV epidemic at the study sites (3, 4). Indeed, as
confirmed by a sub-analysis of the Rakai data (5), the
population attributable fraction for STD in HIV-1
transmission will be quite low when the HIV
epidemic reaches a high but stable prevalence with
a low to moderate incidence. Other reasons put
forward have been the increase in herpes simplex
virus type 2 infection (an incurable STD) at the
population level in mature epidemics, which could
then contribute to further HIV-1 transmission; the
possibility of reinfection occurring between mass
treatment cycles; the possibility that symptomatic
STDs play a more important role in HIV-1
transmission than asymptomatic STDs; and chance
(4), with imbalance between the study arms at
baseline resulting in wide confidence intervals (6).

In this issue of the Bulletin of the World Health

Organization, Hudson presents new arguments (7),
adding to the debate. He draws three main points:
firstly, in contrast to most previous analyses, he
considers that the Rakai trial should be considered as
the gold standard, and it is the Mwanza results which
need to be ‘‘explained’’, mainly because reinfection
between mass treatment rounds is unlikely to be a
major factor accounting for the negative results from
Rakai. Secondly, behavioural counselling, rather than
STD treatment, could explain the Mwanza results,
mainly because STD symptoms, in people contract-
ing HIV-1 and an STD simultaneously, may prompt
attendance at a clinic prior to manifestations of
primary HIV-1 infection; this would lead to
abstinence or consistent condom use during the
earliest period of viraemia associated with primary
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